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Abstract— The tight coupling between system and market 
operations implies that there are strong inter-relationships 
between system security management and market performance. 
Therefore, the assurance by the regional transmission 
organization (RTO) of secure system operations strongly depends 
on, and directly impacts, electricity markets. Typically, 
electricity is traded in a sequence of markets that are cleared at 
different frequencies and with different lead times. In this paper, 
we focus on the hourly day-ahead markets (DAMs) and their 
associated real-time markets (RTMs) that clear, typically, every 5 
to 10 minutes. The DAMs’ clearing impacts the nature and the 
extent of the participants’ responses to real-time conditions and, 
therefore, the real-time system operations, which, in turn, impact 
system security. The basic thrusts of this work are to 
quantitatively characterize the linkages between the real-time 
system security and the day-ahead markets as well as to 
investigate the role of the financial entities in a multi-settlement 
system. We develop a systematic approach that allows us to 
quantify the auction surplus attained through the multi-
settlement system and evaluate the impacts of the DAMs on 
market participants’ bid/offer surpluses as well as on improving 
the ability to facilitate real-time secure power system operations. 
We illustrate the application of the approach on the large-scale 
ISO-NE multi-settlement system using the historical 2005 - 2006 
data – the system model and the bids/offers submitted – and the 
actual market clearing methodology. The studies bear out the 
well known fact that the participation of financial entities leads 
to the convergence of the DAM and the associated RTM prices. 
Moreover, these studies also illustrate that such participation 
leads to improved forecasts of the real-time system operations, 
and consequently results in improving the assurance of system 
security. 

 
Index Terms— power system security management, security 

criterion, day-ahead and real-time electricity markets, auction 
surplus maximization, multi-settlement system, financial entities. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The design and implementation of electricity markets in 
many jurisdictions involves two or more interrelated markets 
that are cleared at different points in time. The sequence of 
markets trades the commodity that is physically produced and 
consumed in real time. Each market, be it a day-ahead hourly 
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market or one of the real-time markets associated with that 
hour, trades the MWh commodity at different prices that 
reflect the information on the system and market conditions 
available at the time the MWh commodity is cleared. As these 
conditions are subject to continuous changes in real time, real-
time markets (RTMs) are cleared at a high frequency, typically 
every 5 minutes. On the other hand, markets run ahead of  
real-time system operations have a lower clearing frequency, 
e.g., hourly clearing in the day-ahead markets (DAMs), 
reflecting the lower resolution of the imperfect information on 
the real-time conditions in the next day. The hour h DAM is 
cleared on the forecasts of the real-time conditions for that 
hour the next day. The hourly clearing influences each RTM in 
the near real-time during that hour. The RTM clearing 
determines the volume of deviations from the hour h DAM 
value and the associated price. Such a market design with 
different lead times and clearing frequencies is commonly 
referred to as a multi-settlement system [1]-[3].  

A key issue in system operations is the specification of, and 
the compliance with the system security criterion. System 
security is defined as the ability of the interconnected system 
to provide electricity with the appropriate quality under 
normal and contingency conditions [4]. The security criterion 
entails the specification of the set of the postulated 
contingencies together with the associated preventive and/or 
corrective control actions for each contingency in the set. For 
a system operating state, security assessment requires the 
verification that no violation occurs under the base case and 
any postulated contingency, taking fully into account the 
deployment of the associated security control actions. Such 
verification is further complicated in the market environment 
as some market participants may not have physical resources 
or loads. Moreover, the sequence of markets is one of strongly 
interrelated markets and therefore their outcomes are strongly 
interrelated. 

The regional transmission organization (RTO) or the 
independent system operator (ISO) manages system 
operations through market forces. The various inter-
relationships between the physical network security 
management and the clearing of the sequence of markets 
imply the strong interdependence between system security and 
market outcomes. The typical electricity market structure 
employs a sequence of markets consisting of the hourly 
DAMs, and the RTMs, which take place every 5 to 10 minutes 
[1]. Although the DAMs are financial markets in contrast to 
the purely physical RTMs, both markets are cleared using the 
same approach. A key difference between these markets is the 
nature of the participants. While financial entities may 
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participate in the DAMs, only players with physical resources 
or loads can participate in the RTMs. In addition, while the 
demand may be price responsive in the DAMs, the demand is, 
typically, fixed in the RTMs. As the DAM outcomes impact 
the associated RTMs, financial entities may very well impact 
the system operations in real-time. The basic thrusts of this 
work are to quantitatively characterize the linkage between 
real-time system security, with the underlying real-time 
physical commodity markets and the financial entity 
participation in the multi-settlement environment.  

The economic benefits of multi-settlement systems have 
been previously analyzed [3], [5]-[7]. The study in [3] 
discusses the role of the DAMs in terms of providing 
incentives for accurate forecasts in real-time operations and 
for facilitating trades through ex-ante price discovery. The 
duopoly model in the simple two-node network shows that for 
small probabilities of congestion, multi-settlement systems are 
welfare enhancing when compared to single settlement market 
designs [5]. The analysis of the impacts of congestion in a 
multi-settlement environment makes clear that the welfare 
enhancing role of multi-settlement system is highly sensitive 
to the presence of real-time congestion [6]. Further evidence 
of the welfare enhancing impacts of multi-settlement systems 
comes from the empirical analysis of the PJM and NY-ISO 
markets [7]. We note that when the market design misaligns 
system and market operations, as was the case in the 
California prior to the 2000-2001 crisis, the market 
participants may manipulate markets resulting in decreased 
overall market performance [8]. Much of the analysis of the 
role of financial entities has a focus on the monetary impacts 
of such participants [9]-[11]. As the participation of financial 
entities not only increases market liquidity but may also result 
in price convergence, multi-settlement systems are viewed as 
improving the economic efficiency of electricity markets 
when compared to the single settlement markets [9]-[11]. The 
ISO-NE study [9] identifies that after the introduction of 
“virtual bidding”, the actual offer/bid mechanism that enables 
financial entity participation in the DAMs, the RTM and DAM 
prices tend to converge. The convergence implies an 
improvement in market performance as temporal arbitrage 
opportunities diminish. Under speculative trading, financial 
entity participation may lead to increased market efficiency 
and decreased average electricity price [10]. The 
interrelationship between the price convergence and the 
profits of the financial entities is a “self-correcting” feature of 
multi-settlement systems [11]. As such, multi-settlement 
systems provide appropriate price signals to the financial 
entities, which they may use to make profitable trades that 
may lead to price convergence. However, there is a clear need 
to analyze whether the behavior of financial entities driven by 
such price signals can impact, in some measurable way, 
system security. This paper is intended as a concrete step 
towards meeting this need by extending the work developed in 
[12] for single settlement systems to the multi-settlement 
environment.  

We develop a systematic approach that allows us to 
quantify the auction surplus [13] attained through the multi-
settlement system. We evaluate the impacts of the DAMs on 
market participants’ bid/offer surpluses and assess the 

improvement in the ability of the RTO to ensure real-time 
secure power system operations. The basic building block is 
the system snapshot analysis for quantifying market 
performance as a function of system security criterion [12] 
and we present its extension to explicitly account for the inter-
temporal relationships between an hour h DAM and its 
associated RTMs. The approach allows us to explicitly analyze 
the price convergence issues and to quantify the financial 
entity participation impacts on real-time system security. 

We illustrate the application of the approach on the large-
scale ISO-NE multi-settlement system using the historical 
2005 - 2006 data – the system model and the bids/offers 
submitted –  and the actual market clearing methodology. The 
studies bear out the well known fact that the participation of 
financial entities leads to the convergence of the DAM and the 
associated RTM prices. Moreover, these studies also illustrate 
that such participation leads to improved forecasts of the real-
time system operations, and consequently results in improving 
the assurance of system security.   

This paper contains five additional sections. The nature of 
the problem and the market performance quantification for a 
DAM and its associated RTMs are described in section II. We 
devote section III to the discussion of the proposed approach. 
In section IV, we apply the proposed approach to the ISO-NE 
DAM and present the study results in detail. We conclude in 
section V with a summary of the paper.  

II. MARKET PERFORMANCE QUANTIFICATION OF A DAM AND 
OF ITS ASSOCIATED RTMS 

We consider a power system consisting of (N+1) nodes and 
denote by { ,1,..., }0 N=N  the set of buses, with the slack bus 
at bus 0. The security criterion C  has the contingency list 
J C and the specified control action for each contingency [12]. 

Let S (B ) denote the collection of sellers (buyers). Each 
seller (buyer) submits its price and quantity offer (bid), indica-
ting the willingness to sell (buy) the amount of energy for the 
duration represented by the snapshot to (from) the RTO. We 
note that the offers and bids need not necessarily be the true 
marginal costs and benefits of the participants [13]-[15]. We 
represent a bilateral transaction wω by { , , }w w w wm n tω = . Here, 

wm  denotes the from node, wn  the to node, and wt  the 
desired transaction amount. The set of all the bilateral 
transactions is denoted by 1{ , ... , }Wω ω=W . Each 
transaction also submits a willingness to pay for the requested 
transmission services as a function of the transaction amount 
delivered [16]. The RTO uses the willingness to pay of the 
bilateral transactions and that implied by the offers and bids 
by the individual market participants to determine the amount 
of transmission service provision to each player  when market 
clearing is performed [16]. The RTO clears the market at time 
t using the system snapshot corresponding to that instant. 

The RTO market clearing involves the solution of the 
security-constrained market problem for the system snapshot. 
The objective is to maximize the auction surplus S  [13] 
under the security criterion C . We state the security-
constrained market problem as: 
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1
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i 0 b s w

at node i at node i

max p p tβ β α
= ∈ ∈ =

⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟= − +⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

∑ ∑ ∑ ∑S
B

    
S

 (1) 

subject to  
       ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )0 0 0 0= ↔s bg p , p , t , , 0χ γ λ         (2) 

         ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )0 0 0 0
h≤ ↔s bh p , p , t , 0χ ,γ µ         (3) 

and for every j ∈ J C ,                                                 
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )j j j j= ↔s bg p , p , t , , 0χ γ λ          (4)
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )j j j j

h≤ ↔s bh p , p , t , , 0χ γ µ .      (5) 

Here, we consider a lossless system and use the superscript (j) 
to denote the contingency case j ∈ J C  and denote the base 
case by the superscript (0). The power flow equations are 
specified by ( )ig  and ( )ih  denote the constraints consi-

dered. We use sp  ( bp ) to denote the injection (withdrawal) 

vector and t  to denote the net total injections of the bilateral 
transactions in set W  [16]. χ  is the system state vector and 

γ  is the vector of all the control variables except the net real 

power outputs. We associate the indicated dual variable vector 
with the right-hand side of each constraint. Note that for a 
lossless system under preventive control actions, the injection 
and the withdrawal at each node remain unchanged for both 
the base and the contingency cases. We denote the security-
constrained market problem (2)-(5) by ( ), , ;W CM BS .  

We distinguish explicitly between the fixed demand buyers 
and those with price-responsive demand. The fixed demand 
bid is a special case of the price-sensitive bid since a specified 
quantity is submitted without price information implying an 
infinite willingness to pay. There are, however, difficulties in 
determining the appropriate value of the benefits of such fixed 
demand buyers. In order to include these buyers’ benefits in 
the objective function of the ( ), , ;W CM BS , we use a constant 
τ  per MWh benefit value for the fixed demand, where τ  is 
set to have a high value to indicate the payments that may be 
incurred due to outages, say as much as  10,000 $/MWh [17]. 
 The market performance of the snapshot system under the 
specified security criterion C  is quantified from the market 
clearing given by the solution of ( ), , ;W CM BS . We quantify 
the market performance in dollar terms on a system-wide 
basis, as well as for each individual market participant. We 
use the optimal auction surplus attained under C  as the 
measure of the overall economic performance of the market1. 
As market participants are not obligated to reveal their actual 
costs and benefits, we use the bids and the offers to evaluate 
the bid/offer surplus of each participant at the optimum of (1) 
- (5). We denote the values of the optimal variables by the 

 
1 In a highly competitive market environment with a uniform price auction 

mechanism, the market participants tend to reveal their true marginal costs and 
benefits. Under such conditions, the auction surplus becomes a good proxy for 
the social welfare and, therefore, an appropriate approximation of the 
economic efficiency of the markets. 

superscript *. The seller s  at node i has an offer surplus of 
 ( )s i s s sp pλ β∗ ∗ ∗= −S , (6) 

where, iλ ∗  is the locational marginal price (LMP) at node i, 
i.e., the price at which each MWh at node i is bought and sold. 
The bid surplus of the buyer b  with demand at node i is 
similarly given by 
 ( )b b b i bp pβ λ∗ ∗ ∗= −S  . (7) 

When the grid becomes constrained, the LMP at each node 
may change: in fact, for a lossless system, the nonzero LMP 
difference provides a measure of the congestion impacts. 
Absent congestion, the revenues collected in a lossless system 
from the buyers exactly equal the payments made to all the 
sellers. When congestion occurs, however, the two quantities 
are no longer equal. The difference between the revenues and 
the payments  

 ( )
1

w w

N N W

i b i s m n w
i 0 b i 0 s w

at node i at node i

p p tλ λ λ λ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

= ∈ = ∈ =

= − + −∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑
B S

K  (8) 

is the congestion rents collected by the RTO, with the last term  
in (8) being the payments by the bilateral transactions [16].  

In a multi-settlement environment, we deal with interrelated 
electricity markets. The actual system conditions during the 
hour h may differ from those used to determine the DAM hour 
h outcomes. The RTO uses market forces to manage such 
deviations and runs the RTMs, typically, every 5-10 minutes. 
As such, we may refer to RTMs as balancing energy markets. 
We associate with the DAM hD  for the hour h, the M RTMs 

( 1)h,R , ( 2)h,R , … , ( )h,MR .  

 The DAMs are 24 separate hourly energy markets, one for 
each hour of the next day. Their financial nature makes 
possible the participation of financial entities, in addition to 
the players with physical resources. We use a snapshot to 
represent the system for the hour h DAM and an “updated” 
snapshot for each ( )h,mR , 1, ... ,m M= . In what follows, we 

suppress the hour h notation so as to simplify the notation. We 
analyze the hour h DAM D  operated in compliance with the 
security criterion C  using ( ), , ;W CM BS . The problem state-
ment explicitly takes into account all the entities that 
constitute the set of sellers and the set of buyers in hour h – 
both financial and physical players. We use the superscript 

( )r f  to denote the participants with physical resources 
(financial players). Therefore, the set of sellers S  (buyers B ) 
is given by  r f∪S =S S ( )r f∪B B B= . We denote the 
subset with nonzero cleared quantities in the DAM by 

* r r⊆S S  and the subset of transactions that receive 
transmission services by *⊆W W . Even though a physical 
buyer rb  may have *

rb
p 0=  in D , rb  participates in the RTM 

to meet his fixed demand. 
 Each RTM is designed to be a purely physical market 
restricting participation to only those players with actual loads 
and physical generation assets who have nonzero outcomes in 
the DAM. For each mR , the RTO uses the offers of the 
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physical sellers in * rS , the willingness to pay of the bilateral 
transactions cleared in *W  and the real-time fixed demand of 
the physical buyers in rB . We use the identical system snap-
shot approach for mR  and so we formulate and solve the 

market problem ( )* *, , ;r r W CM BS  for mR 2 . 
 The metrics of interest – the auction surplus, the market 
participants’ bid/offer surpluses and the congestion rents 
collected – are evaluated using the relations in (1) and (6)-(8) 
for ( )* *, , ;r r W CM BS  for the subperiod m. We depict the 

interrelationships between D  and an associated mR  in Fig. 
1. We use the notation “^” to denote the optimal values 
attained in the clearing of mR . The figure clearly indicates 
the players who participate in each market, as well as the 
inputs and the outcomes of these markets.  
 

( ){ }w wtα  
rB  

W  

rS  

{ }ˆ rb m
p  

( ){ }rr ss
pβ  

 D   
m

R  
fS  
fB  

( ){ }ff bb
pβ  

( ){ }w wtα  

( ){ }rr bb
pβ  

( ){ }ff ss
pβ  

( ){ }ff bb
pβ  

*W  

*rS  ( ){ }rr ss
pβ  

market outcomes market outcomes  
Fig. 1 Information flow in D  for a given hour and an associated 

m
R    

 The outcomes of D  and those of mR  are inputs into the 
settlement – the mechanism that specifies the payments to or 
by each market participant after the fact. We consider a 
system where the same MWh may be sold in two different 
markets – D and a specific mR   – and so we deal with a 
multi-settlement system. Each of the M subperiods of the hour 
h has a duration  of 1/M  of an hour and we consider the 
multi-settlement for such a subperiod. A physical seller 

r * rs ∈S ,  located at node i, who has cleared *
rs

p  in D  

receives revenues of ( )* *1/ ri s
M pλ  over that subperiod. As his 

real-time production ˆ rs m
p  may deviate from *

rs
p , there is 

an adjustment to account for the production deviation 
( )* ˆ1/ r rs s m

M p p− + , which is paid at the mR  LMP ˆ
i m

λ . 

The subperiod m revenues of  rs  are  

                { }* * *1 ˆ ˆr r r ri is s s sm m m
p p p

M
η λ λ ⎛ ⎞= + − +⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠
     . (9) 

We note that if the seller rs  production in real time does not 
deviate from its DAM value, i.e., * ˆr rs s m

p p= ,  then the 

revenues rs m
η  are simply the DAM revenues. As such, the 

 
2 Note that it is possible for a physical seller, not cleared at the DAMs, to 

participate in the RTMs under certain conditions. For example, the RTO may 
commit additional units after the clearing of the DAMs to ensure the system 
security in the real time. Furthermore, an RTO may also allow “self-commit-
ment” of those resources. We do not consider these situations in the paper. 

m
R  LMP ˆ

i m
λ  has no impact on the subperiod m of rs .  

 A financial seller fs , located at node i, has revenues of 

( )* *1/ fi s
M pλ  for his DAM “production”. As fs  cannot 

participate in 
m

R , his real-time production ˆ fs m
p 0= , 

resulting in a deviation of *
fs

p− . As a result, the RTM 

produces an adjustment of  *ˆ
ri sm

pλ−  to the DAM revenues of 
fs . We may view the financial seller fs  as selling *

fs
p  in the 

DAM at *
iλ  and buying back the same amount in the RTM at 

ˆ
i m

λ . The revenues of the seller fs  in subperiod m are 

                ( ){ }* *1 ˆ
f r i is sm m

p
M

η λ λ= −         .       (10) 

We note that as long as the DAM LMP *
iλ  is above the RTM 

LMP ˆ
i m

λ  the financial seller fs  has positive revenues.  

 In an analogous manner, the physical buyer rb  located at 
node i makes payments in the subperiod m of    

            { }* * *1 ˆ ˆr r r ri ib b b bm m m
p p p

M
γ λ λ ⎛ ⎞= − − − +⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠
   . (11) 

The buyer rb  pays *
iλ  for the portion *

rb
p  cleared in D  and 

ˆ
i m

λ  for the remainder of his real-time demand. The 

payments of a financial buyer fb  in the subperiod m are 

                          ( ){ }* *1 ˆ
f f i ib bm m

p
M

γ λ λ= − +          . (12) 

 We use the same reasoning to determine the payments by 
the bilateral transaction *w ∈W  in the subperiod m to be   

( ) ( )( ){ }* * * *1 ˆ ˆ ˆ
w w w ww m n w m n w wm mm m

t t t
M

γ λ λ λ λ= − + − − + . (13) 

We note that if the bilateral transaction w  does not deviate 
from the DAM clearing outcomes in the subperiod, then his 
payments are independent on the RTM outcomes. 

The RTO makes the payments in (9) and (10), to the sellers 
and receives from the buyers and the bilateral transactions the 
payments in (11)-(13). The difference between these payments 
are the subperiod m congestion rents collected by the RTO  

 
*

*

1

1 .

r f
r r f f

r f
r r f f

wb b mm m m
b b w

s sm m
s s

M

M

γ γ γ

η η

∈ ∈ ∈

∈ ∈

∑
⎧ ⎫

= + + −⎨ ⎬
⎩ ⎭
⎧ ⎫

+⎨ ⎬
⎩ ⎭

∑ ∑ ∑

∑ ∑
B B

K
W

S S

 (14) 

 We use the results in (9) - (14) for the quantification of the 
performance of the multi-settlement system in the subperiod 
m. The output of the seller r * rs ∈S  is produced in the real 
time, i.e., in the subperiod m, and is offered for sale for 

( )ˆ1/ rr ss m
pM β . The offer surplus of the seller rs  in the 

subperiod m are expressed in terms of the difference between 
the revenues and the offer, i.e.,  

              ( ){ }1 ˆ rr r r ss s sm m m
p

M
η β= −S            . (15) 

The fact that the financial seller fs  has no real-time produc-
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tion implies that the offer surplus of fs  equals his revenues  
                              f fs sm m

η=S                        . (16) 

The physical buyer rb  consumes the energy in the subperiod 
resulting in the bid surplus given by the difference between 
the rb  willingness to pay in real time and the actual payments: 

                    ( ){ }1 ˆ ˆ rr r rbb b bm mm
p

M
β γ= −S           . (17) 

We note that the real-time ˆ
rb

β  may differ from rb
β  due to 

the fact that the real-time demand is viewed as fixed.  
 The financial buyer fb  cannot consume in the real time 
and so has the bid surplus   
                          f fb bm m

γ= −S                       . (18) 

The bilateral transaction *w ∈W  receives the actual transmis-
sion service in the real time resulting in a surplus of  

            ( ){ }1 ˆ
w w w wm mm

t
M

α γ= −S           . (19) 

 We make use of the market participants’ bid/offer 
surpluses, including those of the bilateral transactions and the 
congestion rents collected by the RTO, to evaluate the total 
auction surplus attained in the multi-settlement system: 

 
.

r r f
r * r r r f f

f
f f *

s b sm m m m
s b s

w mb mm
b w

∈ ∈ ∈

∑
∈ ∈

∑ = + + +

+ +

∑ ∑ ∑

∑ ∑
S SB

B

S S S S

S S K
W

 (20) 

We substitute (14) - (19) into (20) to simplify and get  

 
( ) ( )

( )

1 ˆ ˆ ˆ

1 ˆ .

r rr r
r r r * r

*

b sb sm m m
b s

w w m
w

p p
M

t
M

β β

α

∈ ∈

∈

∑
⎧ ⎫

= − +⎨ ⎬
⎩ ⎭

∑ ∑

∑
SB

S

W

 (21) 

Now, the auction surplus attained in the RTM mR  is ˆ
m

S  and 

its value is given by (1): 

 
( ) ( )

( )
*

*

1 ˆˆ ˆ ˆ

1 ˆ .

r rr r
r r r r

b sb sm mm
b s

w w m
w

p p
M

t
M

β β

α

∈ ∈

∈

⎧ ⎫
= − +⎨ ⎬

⎩ ⎭
∑ ∑

∑
SB

S

W

 (22) 

We conclude that 
                                ˆ

m m∑ =S S                              . (23) 

Therefore, the total auction surplus of the multi-settlement 
system attained in the subperiod m is precisely the auction 
surplus attained in mR  . We, furthermore, conclude that the 
outcomes of D  do not explicitly impact the total auction 
surplus  

m∑S , but impact the allocation of the total auction 

surplus among the market participants.  
     The performance metrics in (14) - (21) are for the 
subperiod m of the hour h. We aggregate them for the M 
subperiods of hour h to evaluate the hourly metrics. In 
particular, we compute the hour h auction surplus ∑S  attained 
in the multi-settlement system to be 

                 
1 1

ˆ
M M

m mm m
∑

= =
∑ = =∑ ∑S S S                . (24) 

The performance quantification of the multi-settlement system 
clearly makes use of the interrelationships between the DAM 
and its associated RTMs, as illustrated in Fig. 2. 

We note the clearing of the financial entities in D  impacts 
the clearing of the physical generation as well as the clearing 
of the physical loads. As such, the participation of the 
financial entities impacts the deviations of the physical 
resources clearing in the real time. Such deviations have 
implications on the market and the system operations. In 
particular, they impact the ability of the RTO to ensure real-
time system security. In the next section, we describe the 
proposed approach to quantitatively assess the impacts of 
operating a system under a specified criterion C  on the 
market performance in a multi-settlement environment. Also, 
we quantify the impacts of financial entities on the ability of 
the RTO to meet system security C  in the near real time. 

 

1
R  

performance metrics

time axis
h - day 

hour h DAM

1

RTMs for hour h

M m 

m
R  

M
R

 

 D  

 
Fig. 2 Interactions between  D  and mR   and the performance quantification 

in a multi-settlement environment 

III. PROPOSED APPROACH 
The maintenance of secure power system operations is a 

task that strongly depends on the outcomes of the DAMs. We 
may view the DAM physical generation and consumption as a 
rough guess of the actual outcomes in the associated RTMs. 
As the system and the market conditions in the near to real 
time may change from those forecast and cleared in the DAM, 
the RTMs are run to manage the resulting deviations.  

The actual physical demand in the M RTMs give rise to the 
physical demand deviation in hour h:  

* *

* *

1

1 ˆˆ ˆ r r
r r r r

M

w wb bmmm b w b w
rp p t p t

M
δ

= ∈ ∈ ∈ ∈

⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞ ⎡ ⎤
= + − +⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟ ⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎝ ⎠ ⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦

∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑
B B

B
W W

.(25) 

A non-zero ˆ rpδ B  indicates that the physical buyers’ DAM 
purchases are either below or above the consumption in real 
time. Similarly, the physical generation deviation in hour h is   

* * * *

* *

1
*

1 ˆˆ ˆ r r
r r r r

M

w ws smmm s w s w
rp p t p t

M
δ

= ∈ ∈ ∈ ∈

⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞ ⎡ ⎤
= + − +⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟ ⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎝ ⎠ ⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦

∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑
S S

S
W W

.(26) 

The participation of the financial entities in the DAM gives 
rise to the lack of balance between physical demand deviation 

ˆ rpδ
B

 and the physical generation deviation *ˆ rpδ
S

. A positive 
net injection of the financial participants in the DAM 

outcomes 

outcomes 

association 
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corresponds to * *
f f

f f f f
s b

s b

p p
∈ ∈

>∑ ∑
BS

, which implies that 

*

* *
r r

r r r r
s b

s b

p p
∈ ∈

<∑ ∑
BS

. In this case, the physical generation 

deviation exceeds the physical demand deviations so that 
*ˆ ˆr rp pδ δ>

BS
. Therefore, more generation is required in real 

time than cleared in D  leading to the deviations in the 
physical sellers’ outcomes. In case of * *

f f
f f f f

s b
s b

p p
∈ ∈

<∑ ∑
BS

 – a 

negative net injection of the financial entities – some of the 
physical generation serves the demand of the financial buyers 
in D  and so 

*

* *
r r

r r r r
s b

s b

p p
∈ ∈

>∑ ∑
BS

. In this case, *ˆ ˆr rp pδ δ<
BS

. 

Whenever there is zero net injection by the financial entities, 
the physical generation deviation and the physical demand 
deviation are in exact balance.  The absence of financial entity 
participation is a special case of this zero net injection. While 
the injection/withdrawal deviation metrics of (25) and (26) 
provide system-wide aggregate measures, we can also 
introduce analogous metrics for zonal, as well as, nodal 
measures in order to meet the requirements at the different 
levels of granularity.  

We use the auction surplus in (24), the total congestion 
rents in (14) and each market participants’ bid/offer surplus 
metric in (15) - (19)  to evaluate the overall economic 
performance of the multi-settlement system and that of each 
market participant, respectively. In addition, we need 
appropriate metrics to analyze the combined impacts of the 
DAM-RTM clearing outcomes.  

As market and system conditions may change, the price of 
the MWh commodity in each mR  at a specified node may 

deviate from that in D . The hour h price deviation at node i is  

                    *

1

1 ˆ
M

i i i mmM
δλ λ λ

=

⎡ ⎤= −⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦∑              . (27) 

Whenever i 0δλ ≠  over a nontrivial subset of hours, arbitrage 
opportunities exist, implying market inefficiency [10]. A 
financial entity can participate in the market to take advantage 
of price arbitrage opportunities at such a node. As more and 
more financial entities eye such opportunities, leading to their 
participation in the markets to arbitrage the price deviation, 
the arbitrage opportunities begin disappearing. As such, 

i 0δλ → , leading to the improved economic efficiency of the 
markets.  Thus, price convergence is a desirable outcome in 
multi-settlement systems. We also note that ,i j i jδλ δλ− ≠ , 
quantifies how well the D  outcomes forecast the nodal price 
difference between nodes i and j in real time taking into 
account the actual system congestion and losses.  

The price deviation iδλ  also impacts the surplus of each 

market participant. The output of the seller r * rs ∈S , located 
at node i, is produced in the real time. Therefore, his offer is, 
unlike his revenues in (9), independent of the D  outcomes. 
Therefore, the D  outcomes impact the surplus of the seller 

rs  in hour h. Using (15),  the rs  offer surplus in hour h is  

   ( ){ }
1

1 ˆ ˆˆ rr r r r

M

i ss s s smmmm

pp
M

λ β δ
=

= − +∑S S    . (28) 

Here, rs
δS  is the physical seller offer surplus deviation metric 

 *
r r is s

pδ δλ=S  (29) 

and quantifies the impact of the D  outcomes on the revenues 
of the seller rs . A positive (negative) rs

δS  implies that rs  
captures more (less) revenues for his real-time production than 
those in D . We consider a specific case to illustrate the 
nature of rs

δS . For a system with rs , the marginal seller in 

both D  and an associated mR   and with *ˆ
i im

λ λ>  and 

*ˆ r rs sm
p p> . While *

rs
p  is paid at *

iλ  the *ˆ r rs sm
p p−  is 

paid at ˆ
i m

λ . Therefore, the portion *
rs

p  receives less 

revenues per MWh  than  *ˆ r rs sm
p p− . The fact that rs  

participates in D  and sells *
rs

p  implies that for this case he 

receives lower  revenues than had he participated in only 
mR . As such, rs  is better off clearing a lesser amount than 

*
rs

p  whenever *ˆ
i im

λ λ>  so as to increase revenues for its 

actual production ˆ rs m
p . The negative rs

δS  is illustrated in 

Fig 3. Whenever a financial buyer fb  realizes such a price 
deviation, then his participation in D  that may result in an 
increase in *

iλ . In turn, the revenues of rs  may increase and 
he may be willing to produce more in D  than in the case of 
without the financial buyer fb . We note that the surplus 
driven offer/bid decisions furthermore impact the deviation of 
the physical production/consumption. Under the conditions of 
the example, as the physical seller has the incentive to clear a 
lesser amount in D  due to the price deviation, the need may 
arise for additional amounts cleared in the near-real-time. We 
conclude that such incentives may result in conditions that the  
physical production/consumption in D does not appropriately 
forecast the real-time conditions, and may lead to “stressed” 
real-time operations, thereby lessening the ability to ensure 
secure power system operations.  
 

 
Fig. 3 The effects of D  and mR  clearing on the offer surplus deviation of 

the physical seller rs  located at node i for the case *ˆ
i im

λ λ>  

ˆ
i m

λ

$/MWh 

MW 

*
iλ RTM LMP 

DAM LMP 

costs of generation 

RTM offer surplus 

DAM  offer surplus 

offer surplus deviation 

*
rs

p ˆ rs m
p

offer curve of 
rs   
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Once we compute the individual offer surplus deviation of a 
physical seller, we can determine the offer total surplus 
deviation of the subset of the physical sellers using 

{
*

*
* 1,,r r r

r r
r

N r

is is is
i 0 s

s is at node ip 0, otherwiseδ δλ ε ε
= ∈

= =∑ ∑S
S

S
 .   (30) 

Similarly, we can evaluate the total physical buyers’ bid 
surplus deviations                                                     

* 1,
,r r r

r r
r

rN

ib ib ib
i 0 b

b is at node i
p

0, otherwise
δ δλ ε ε

= ∈

⎧
= =⎨

⎩
∑ ∑S

B
B   .   (31) 

A positive rδS
B

 implies that the physical buyers pay less for 

their aggregate real-time demand in D  than in the associated 
RTMs. This happens because the physical buyers benefit from 
the lower DAM prices that they pay for the portion of the 
demand cleared in the DAM.  
 The MW deviation metrics along with the price and the 
bid/offer surplus deviation metrics capture important aspects 
of system and market operations in a multi-settlement 
environment.  The physical generation and demand deviation 
metrics quantify how “close” the real-time system conditions 
are to those forecasted in the clearing of the DAM. Smaller 
magnitude deviations imply improved “forecasts” of the 
system conditions in the DAM, which, in turn, result in the 
improved ability of the RTO to ensure real-time system 
security. Therefore, the DAM clearing is strongly interrelated 
with the real-time system operations. The price and the 
physical participants’ bid/offer surplus deviation metrics, on 
the other hand, quantify the impacts of the DAM outcomes on 
the market participants’ bid/offer surpluses. As price 
deviations increase, the financial entity participation becomes 
more pronounced in the DAMs [10], [11]. Such participation 
leads to changes in the DAM outcomes, which, in turn, impact 
how the real-time system conditions are forecasted in the 
DAM. A desirable market outcome is that the deviation 
metrics of surplus and of production/consumption tend to zero 
since the lower the absolute values of these metrics, the 
“better” the markets perform. The ability to quantify the 
economic impacts of compliance with a specified security 
criterion renders these metrics highly appropriate in the 
preparation of various regulatory filings, as well as in 
applications to longer-term planning and shorter-term studies 
with the explicit representation of the financial entities in 
addition to the physical asset owners. The proposed metrics 
capture the strong interrelationships between system and 
market operations in the multi-settlement environments. 
Therefore, they effectively quantify the performance of the 
multi-settlement systems. 
 Each MW or surplus deviation metrics given in  (25) - (31) 
depends on the specified security criterion C . Under a 
different security criterion ′C , the RTO explicitly considers 
the solution of the problem ( ), , ; ′SM B W C  at each system 
snapshot, be it a DAM or an RTM. The constraints expressed 
in (4)-(5) apply to each contingency in the set ′CJ . We 
measure the impacts on market performance due to the change 
in the security criterion from C  to ′C  by the change in each 
metric of interest from one criterion to the other. For example, 

the change in the auction surplus metric is given by 
 

′ ′→∑ ∑ ∑∆ = −
C C C C

S S S  (32) 

and provides a proxy measure for the change in the economic 
efficiency of the markets in a multi-settlement environment 
due to a change in the security criterion from C  to ′C . We 
deploy analogous expressions for each metric in (14)-(31) to 
measure the relative change in response to the security 
criterion change from C  to ′C . The changes in the bid/offer 
surpluses, the total dispatched load and the multi-settlement 
system deviation metrics are all of interest in our assessment. 
We also need the changes in the physical demand and 
generation deviation to quantify the impacts on the ability of 
the RTO to meet system security in real time. For example, to 
evaluate the impacts on the physical generation deviation, we 
use   
           * * *ˆ ˆr r rp pδ δ δ

′ ′→
∆ = −

S S SC C C C
          . (33) 

These metrics effectively capture the multi-settlement system 
performance for the security criterion change from C  to ′C  
for a given hour h. For example, the RTO can quantify the 
economic impacts of operating the system under a tightened 
security criterion by including additional contingencies in the 
postulated contingency list. 

Under a specified security criterion, the hourly snapshots 
corresponding to different system and market conditions, may 
result in markedly different market performance outcomes. 
Such differences arise for many reasons including changes in 
the load, the set of selling entities, and the offers/bids 
submitted. Consequently, these hourly assessments must be 
carried out over a longer period to appropriately capture the 
impacts of the different conditions that exist during that 
period. Conceptually, we need to assess the market 
performance of the DAM and the associated RTMs at each 
hour of the study period. The needs are similar in assessing 
the market performance impacts due to a change in the 
security criterion. The hourly values of the relative 
performance metrics are summed to obtain the daily values 
which, in turn, are used to compute the relative performance 
metrics for the entire study period. As the computing 
requirements to clear each market over a study period for a 
large-scale system may be large, a practical way to reduce 
them is to perform the assessments for a smaller 
representative sample of the hours. In this work, we use the 
scheme introduced in [12] to systematically construct the set 
of sample days for the DAMs. We then carry out the 
evaluation only for the selected sample days and their 
associated RTMs. The quantification of the multi-settlement 
system performance based on the selected representative 
multiple snapshots constitutes the proposed approach for 
evaluating the impacts of a security criterion or in its change 
in a multi-settlement system, as well as to quantify the impacts 
of  financial entity participation on the ability of the RTO to 
ensure real-time system security. 

The proposed approach provides a useful tool to the RTO to 
analyze the interdependence between market performance and 
the system security in a multi-settlement environment. The 
ability to quantify the financial impacts of compliance with a 
specified security criterion makes the approach highly useful 
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in regulatory proceedings, as well as in longer term planning 
and shorter term investigations with the explicit representation 
of both the financial and the physical asset owning players. 
These applications include the justification by the RTO of the 
decision to modify the specification of the security criterion in 
force and the costs/benefits analysis of network improvements 
to mitigate the market performance impacts of a set of 
specified contingencies. The proposed approach furthermore 
allows us to investigate the role of the DAMs in reallocating 
the auction surplus among market participants, to analyze the 
DAM – RTM price deviation issues and to quantify the 
impacts of the financial entities participation on real-time 
system security. 

IV. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE: THE ISO-NE SYSTEM 
We illustrate the application of the proposed approach to 

the study of the ISO-NE system and markets. The objectives 
of our studies are to quantify the economic efficiency of the 
ISO-NE multi-settlement markets as a function of the security 
criterion in force, to investigate the impacts of the of the 
financial entity participation on the ISO-NE system and 
markets and to quantify the impacts on the ISO-NE market 
performance of a security criterion change from the criterion 
in force to a modified (n–1) security. We apply the proposed 
approach to quantitatively analyze the ISO-NE multi-
settlement system performance. We assess the impacts of the 
participation of financial entities in the DAMs by performing a 
side-by-side comparison of the outcomes of the DAMs and the 
associated RTMs without and with such players. A particularly 
insightful aspect of the comparison is the set of values for the 
deviation metrics of the physical entities. In the following 
study, we quantify the impacts of a change in the security 
criterion from the current security criterion in force to a 
modified (n–1) security criterion and compare the observed 
impacts under the two criteria.  

 We make use, in the studies, of the system and market data 
from the years 2005 and 2006 and of the ISO-NE actual mar-
ket clearing software. We represent the large-scale ISO-NE 
system multi-area structure with the appropriate level of 
detail. Each area of the ISO-NE system is characterized as 
being either an import or an export area [18]. The import areas 
are  

 A.1: Boston/NE Massachusetts;   A.2: Connecticut;   
 A.3: SW Connecticut; and             A.4: Norwalk/Stamford.  

We treat the remainder of the system as a single export area 
and denote it by A.5. We refer the reader to a more detailed 
discussion of the ISO-NE system used in these studies [18]. 
 We select 40 representative days from 2005 and 2006 to 
study the DAMs and their associated RTMs. For the discussion 
in this paper, we focus specifically on the four contiguous 
peak demand hours of each selected day and analyze the 
values of metrics of interest for those 160 hours. We start out 
with the evaluation of the ISO-NE multi-settlement system 
performance under the security criterion in force to determine 
the values of the metrics for the reference case for the study. 
 The ISO-NE operates the system under a modified (n-2) 
security criterion [18], which we denote by 0C . We perform 
market clearing for the DAMs and their associated RTMs for 

the selected 160 hours and quantify the market performance 
metrics under the security criterion 0C . We first focus on the 
DAM-RTM MW deviations. As the real-time demand in each 
RTM is considered to be fixed, the cleared demand values are 
not a function of the security criterion, per se, as long as the 
security-constrained market problem is feasible. We compare 
the fixed real-time demand in each of the M RTMs associated 
with the demand cleared in a DAM to evaluate the deviation 
metrics. We plot in Fig. 4 the demand values for the selected 
160 hours. We note that the real-time demand values exceed 
the DAM demand in the selected 160 hours. As these hours are 
representative of the ISO-NE system past behavior, they 
correctly indicate that the RTM demands, typically, exceed the 
DAM demands. Therefore, there may be a need for additional 
physical generation in the real time over the amounts cleared 
in the DAMs.  
 We examine the physical demand and generation devia-
tions and use the plots in Fig. 5 to gain insights into their na-
ture. These plots indicate that both the physical demand and 
the generation deviations are positive for the hours under con-
sideration. Also, the positive values indicate that as much as 
75% of the real-time demand and generation are cleared in the 
DAM. This result indicates that there is a need for additional 
generation in the real time. The plot of the net differences 
between the generation and the load deviations, also given in 
Fig. 5, indicate the impacts of the net positions of the financial 
players in the DAMs. While there are daily variations in the 
financial entities’ net positions, their range is up to 10 % of 
the real-time demand, with the more pronounced impact in the 
higher demand days.  

 
Fig. 4 Cleared demand in the DAMs and in their associated RTMs for the 

selected 160 hours in the study period 

 
Fig. 5 The physical demand deviation, the physical generation deviation and 

the net deviation difference for the selected 160 hours in the study period 
 We now discuss the economic aspects of the secure 
operations of the power system. Analysis of the DAM-RTM 
price deviation metric indicates that, on average, the prices are 
higher in the DAMs than in their associated RTMs. Such 
results are clearly visible in the plots of  the price deviation 
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duration curves of the import areas A.1, A.2 and the export area 
A.5, shown in Fig. 6. The area-wide price deviation measure of 
an area is evaluated using the load-weighted average of the 
prices in the area for a snapshot system. We observe that the 
price deviations are more pronounced for the import areas A.1 
and A.2  than for the export area A.5. For the study hours 
selected, the area A.2 price deviations are larger than those of 
any other area indicating that congestion has more pronounced 
impacts on this area than other areas. The price deviation 
results also indicate that the physical sellers in the import 
areas capture more revenues for their real-time production in 
the 160 hours of the study period. Under these conditions, 
financial entities have more incentives to be sellers in the 
import area A.2 than in any other area. If the financial sellers 
were to participate more intensely in the import area A.2, then 
a decrease in the import area A.2 DAM prices would result and, 
therefore, the price convergence would be improved. Given 
the nature of the physical generation and the demand 
deviations, we conjecture that financial entities may expect 
higher price deviations in the peak-demand periods and 
therefore they may adjust their bidding behaviors to clear 
more quantities in the DAMs in which they participate. 

 
Fig. 6 Price deviation duration curves for the areas A.1, A.2 and  A.5 for the 

selected 160 hours in the study period 
 Next, we turn our attention to assessing the auction surplus 
of multi-settlement markets. We use the value of τ = 1,000 
$/MWh for the fixed demand.  We choose this value on the 
basis of that it is the authorized bid/offer price cap in the ISO-
NE markets and it is a reasonable proxy of the willingness to 
pay of the buyers with fixed demands. We evaluate using 
τ the auction surplus for the DAMs and the associated RTMs. 
We summarize the results in the plots given in Fig. 7 of the 
normalized auction surplus values for the 160 hours in the 
study period. We normalize the auction surplus values using 
the average RTM auction surplus value so as to provide a 
meaningful comparison of the observed results. The positive 
load deviations and the fact that they represent fixed demands 
imply that the auction surplus outcomes are higher in the 
RTMs than in the DAMs. We next examine the individual 
components of the deviations of the auction surplus in the 
DAMs and their associated RTMs. 
 We investigate the deviations in the bid/offer surpluses of 
the physical market participants using their normalized values, 
with the base value being the RTM auction surplus. We 
provide the plots of the physical buyers and sellers in Fig. 8. 
We note that the physical sellers capture additional revenue 

for their real-time production for the majority of the hours in 
the simulation period. Therefore, the physical buyers pay a 
“premium” for that portion of their real-time demand needs 
that is cleared in the DAM. The plots clearly demonstrate that 
the sum of the bid/offer surplus deviations is not equal to zero, 
due to the financial entity participation, the bilateral transact-
tions and the congestion rents. The metrics in (14)-(31) serve 
to provide the quantification of the multi-settlement system 
performance for the 160 hours of the study period under the 
reference criterion 0C . We use these results as the reference 
basis for the comparative studies which we discuss next. 
 

 
Fig.  8 Deviations in the offer (bid) surpluses of the physical sellers(buyers) 

for the selected 160 hours in the study period 
 
 We examine the impacts that the financial players have on 
the market performance under the ISO-NE security criterion 

0C  in force. We first evaluate the impacts by considering the 
market operations without and with the participation of the 
financial entities in the DAMs. The difference between the two 
cases quantifies the contribution of the financial players in the 
multi-settlement environment. We evaluate the physical 
demand deviations, as well as the price deviations observed 
for the two cases.  

 
Fig.  7  The normalized auction surplus attained in the DAMs and the 

associated RTMs for the selected 160 hours in the study period 

 
Fig. 9 Comparison of the cleared demands in the DAMs without and with 

financial entities for the selected 160 hours in the study period 
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 Without financial entities in the DAM, lower physical 
demand is cleared in the DAM than in the case with the 
financial entity participation. Therefore, more generation is 
required in real time to compensate for the lower demand in 
order to ensure near-real-time system security. In fact, the 
ISO-NE study indicates that, on average, 700 MW additional 
output is required in real time without financial entity 
participation. Such an increase clearly indicates that the 
absence of financial entity participation makes the task to 
operate the near-real-time ISO-NE system securely more 
difficult. We find that financial entity participation leads to 
better forecasts of physical generation and consumption 
resulting in improved near-real-time system security. The 
plots of the cleared DAM demand without and with financial 
entity participation together with the real-time demand needs 
for the 160 hours in the study period are given in Fig. 9.  
 The most striking fact about financial entity participation 
can be discerned from examining the  DAM-RTM price devia-
tion results without and with financial entities. We 
superimpose in Fig. 10 the price deviation duration curves for 
the areas A.1, A.2 and A.5 without the financial entity 
participation on those with their participation shown above in 
Fig. 6. The financial entity participation markedly reduces the 
deviation values for the areas A.1 and A.2. Since such a 
decrease corresponds to the desirable price convergence, its 
impact is very significant and attains the desired objective of 
price convergence that leads to improved market efficiency. 
Furthermore, our findings indicate that absent financial entity 
participation, the system is more congested in the DAMs, 
leading to the attainment of higher congestion rents than those 
obtained with the financial entity participation. In addition, 
system congestion impacts the prices of the import areas A.1 
and A.2 more markedly than the case with financial entity 
participation. Therefore, financial entity participation reduces 
inter-area system congestion. 
 

 
Fig. 10 Price deviation duration curves for the areas A.1, A.2 and  A.5  with and 

without financial entity participation  
 
 This side-by-side comparison results indicates very clearly 
the important role that financial entities play in electricity 
markets. Their participation decreases the magnitude of the 
physical demand deviations. In turn, these lower deviations 
make the management of near-real-time operations easier and, 
moreover, improve near-real-time system security. In terms of 
market performance, the participation of financial entities 
decreases the magnitude of the price deviations. 

 We next study the impacts on the multi-settlement 
performance of a security criterion change from the reference 
criterion 0C  to a modified (n–1) security criterion 1C . The 
contingency set 

1
J C  consists of the single element contin-

gencies in 
0C

J . For the security criterion 1C , we perform 

market clearing of the DAMs and their associated RTMs for 
the selected hours in the study period and evaluate the market 
performance metrics. We compare the values of the metrics of 
interest with respect to those under the reference criterion 0C .  
 The change from the security criterion 0C  to 1C  impacts 
the available transfer capability of the system, which, in turn, 
affects the ability of the import areas to bring in energy from 
the export area. Indeed, the examination of the ISO-NE results 
indicates increased import capabilities of the import areas for 
each hour of the given study period [12]. The increase in 
transfer capability has economic impacts, which we quantify 
from the changes in the auction surplus. We compute the 
hourly auction surplus values under the security criterion 1C  
for each selected hour of the study period and normalize them 
using the average value of the hourly auction surplus under 
the reference criterion 0C . We note that the utilization of the 
increased import capabilities leads to increased auction 
surplus. We may view such an improvement as a measure of 
the “costs” of not violating the constraints associated with the 
double element contingencies in 

0C
J . There are also a 

number of hours during which the change in security criterion 
from 0C  to 1C  has no impacts on the auction surplus. For 
such hours, the double element contingencies have zero 
economic impacts. We plot the changes in the normalized 
auction surplus values corresponding to the security criterion 
change in Fig. 11. 

 
Fig. 11. Auction surplus change due to the criterion change from 0C  to 1C  

 
 We next discuss the impacts of the change of security 
criterion from 0C  to 1C  on the market participants’ bid/offer 
surpluses. The change of security criterion from 0C  to 1C  has 
widely varying impacts on the different market participants 
within the different areas. For illustration purposes, we 
consider five specific days to discuss the impacts. The security 
criterion change results in the greater utilization of the export 
area sellers and, therefore, in the decreased production of the 
import area physical sellers. Such a change leads to a corres-
ponding change in the surpluses of the players in the various 
areas. In Fig. 12, we plot changes in the physical sellers’ offer 
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surpluses in areas A..1, A.2 and A.5 for the five selected days.  
 

 
Fig. 12 Changes of the physical sellers’ offer surpluses in response to the 

security criterion change from 0C to 1C  
 

 The impacts have almost the opposite effects on the 
surpluses of the physical buyers: while the bid surpluses of the 
export area physical buyers are decreasing, those in the import 
areas are increasing. The physical buyers within the import 
areas are able to meet their demand using more economic 
resources from the export area A.5 to take advantage of the 
increased transfer capabilities, thereby decreasing their 
payments. In fact, the changes in the bid surpluses are 
particularly more pronounced for the import area A.2 physical 
buyers than other areas’ physical buyers as shown in Fig. 13.  
 

 
Fig. 13  Changes of the physical buyers’ bid surpluses in response to the 

security criterion change from 0C  to 1C  

  The impacts of changing the security criterion on the 
surpluses of the financial entities are minor and of little 
significance compared to those impacts on the players with 
physical assets for a change in the security criterion. Overall, 
the relatively small dollar impacts due to the change of the 
security criterion from 0C  to 1C , as evident from the Figs. 11-
13, furthermore justify that the current security criterion in 
force, 0C , is appropriate for  the ISO-NE markets [12]. 
  Through the ISO-NE study, we gain important insights into 
the system security and its economics in a multi-settlement 
environment.  The proposed approach effectively captures the 
impacts of the DAM clearing on the market participant 
bid/offer surpluses. Furthermore, the price signals, provided 
by the multi-settlement system, encourage financial entity 
participation which, in turn, leads to not only improvements in 
the overall market performance but also in the ability of the 
RTO to ensure near-real-time system security. 

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In this paper, we explicitly show that the total auction 

surplus attained through multi-settlement system is equivalent 

to that attained in RTMs. As such, the mere presence of the 
DAMs results in surplus transfers among market participants. 
We develop a systematic approach to analyze such surplus 
transfers and investigate their implications on real-time system 
security. The proposed approach enables us to analyze the 
prominent role of financial entities on market performance as 
well as the ability of the RTO to ensure real-time security. Our 
investigation provides practical insights into the significant 
roles of financial entities and of the DAMs. A key finding of 
this study is that the financial entity participation not only 
results in reduced DAM-RTM price deviations but also leads 
to DAM dispatch results that are “closer” to those of RTMs. 
Therefore, financial player participation improves the ability 
of the RTO to ensure system security.  
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